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Securadyne

How Industry-Specific Sales
Management Software Helps it Thrive

Leading security systems integrator Securadyne Systems, now a part of Allied Universal, helps its 
customers leverage technology to operate more safely and efficiently, but like its customers, it 
sometimes needs assistance of its own. For managing its sales processes and workflow, the company 
turned to WeSuite’s sales management software to help its expansive, geographically-dispersed sales 
force become more competitive and efficient.

Securadyne Needed:

The ability to quote jobs 
of any size and 

complexity

Integration with the 
Company’s ERP platform

Assured compliance with 
GSA pricing policies

Automated workflows
to streamline the entire

sales process

We have enterprise customers across the nation who 
need a consistent standard of delivery.

Russell White:  Vice President of Integration and Optimization 
Erin Macauley: Hosted Managed Services Coordinator

Location: HQ in Dallas, TX; 
17 Branches on the East and Gulf Coast

Description: Large national security integrator

Now a Part of Allied Universal



“WeOpportunity is quite intuitive, so with 
the videos and handouts that they 
receive, the sales people can usually hit 
the ground running.”

Many Branches; One Company

“Securadyne was created by the union of four 
terrific businesses from around the United 
States. Before our acquisition by Allied Universal 
in the spring of 2019, Securadyne ranked as the 
seventh largest security integrator in the U.S., 
with annual revenue of $70-80 billion,” says 
Russell White, Securadyne’s VP of Integration 
and Optimization. “Many of our customers have 
deep industry knowledge; many have strict 
compliance requirements—for example, oil 
refineries or the electrical industry, which is 
highly regulated by the government to ensure the 
security of power grids and power plants. We 
also have government clients such as defense 
bases. Additionally, there are also enterprise 
customers across the nation that need a 
consistent standard of delivery. We have 17 
branches on the East and Gulf coasts and a 
network of partners to deliver solutions to those 
customers for their critical, core compliance 
problems.

Securadyne was originally using our ERP 
platform, SAP Business byDesign, for quoting, 
but because it’s a generic system, it couldn’t 
encompass the uniqueness of the security 
systems integration industry. For example, the 
system has to be able to handle everything from 
a $5,000 job to a $1 million job, and provide a 
mechanism for quoting labor accurately. The 
system just couldn’t cover everything we needed 
it to do. We knew that WeSuite had successfully 
developed an integration with ERP systems used 
by other clients, which gave us confidence that we 
could work with them to do the same for our us.” 

“Also, Securadyne also has a GSA contract, and 
we needed solutions that ensured we quote our 
GSA-eligible customers the published rates and 
prevent going below these thresholds with our 
market customers.”

Getting Up and Running

“WeSuite developed an architecture and 
specification for both reading data from SAP 
Business byDesign and delivering “winning” job 
information to SAP Business byDesign. Through 
coordinated development work, both WeSuite 
and our SAP integration VAR developed the 
interface tables and things of that nature, for 
both inbound and outbound data for automation 
of the lead to sales process into SAP. Together, 
they did a lot of coordinated development, 
testing, then correcting any issues that came up. 
Things worked very well off the block—I’ve 
definitely worked with other interfaces where 
you spend more time making fixes than typing 
things in—so I can say that it exceeded my 
expectations. We achieved enough integration 
that we could share both ways, regarding 
customer information and parts, and were able 
to leverage the WeSuite toolset to meet the 
specific requirements of our industry and be able 
to scale up and down for the diverse sizes of our 
projects and the ability to create the documents 
for presentation purposes.”

Erin Macauley, Hosted Managed Services 
Coordinator, explains, “We did a phased rollout. 
Our first launch was in spring 2015, first in Dallas 
and with the satellite offices in Houston and 
Austin. Then we followed up a few months later 
with Boston and their satellite office in Portland, 
Maine. From there we gradually took it 
companywide. Those first rollouts were really 
critical. We had a lot of support from the 
WeSuite team on the ground. Later, we were able 
to roll out the final locations ourselves. 
WeOpportunity and WeEstimate were included in 
the launch, along with several modules to help 
us with recurring monthly revenue, 
miscellaneous chargeable items and automated 
approval workflows. We also included the fixed 
price contract module, which was critical for 
supporting out need for GSA sales quoting.”

“I can say that it exceeded my 
expectations.We are able to meet the specific 
requirements of our industry and be able to 
scale up and down for the diverse sizes of 
our projects.”



Simplifying and Standardizing Workflows

“Our salespeople find there is a lot of richness 
with WeEstimate and WeOpportunity because 
they are designed to work together. We also 
love the WeSuite Go! app that lets the 
salespeople create and work on leads, taking 
notes on the go. The text-to-talk feature lets 
them dictate their field notes while they’re 
between job sites or meetings, for example. 
That mobile ability is really important,” says Erin.

“From a sales management perspective, we 
really value having one tool that we can use 
everywhere,” says Russell. “If we make 
proposals to the same company but we do it 
from different offices, we know that they’ll look 
the same. To us, that’s a critical component. 
Also, we really appreciate the controls around 
approvals, so that we don’t have a salesperson 
send out a half-a-million dollar quote without an 
appropriate review. WeSuite takes care of all 
those pieces.

Another sales management plus has been 
using the fixed-price contracts module for 
customer price specifics. We have some 
negotiated contracts with enterprise clients with 
an agreed upon margin for parts, as well as 
specific labor rates, so our salespeople who 
work with those customers are sure to assign 
adequate costs, regardless of the customer’s 
branch, and then apply the appropriate margin 
by selecting it from a dropdown list. It’s super 
easy for them, and that’s definitely been helpful.”

Training an Extensive Sales Force

“We have about 30 salespeople and 15 sales 
engineers—people who are in there, using the 
sales management software to build quotes on 
a daily basis. Our project managers and general 
or operations managers review and approve 
jobs before they are presented to the 
customers. Once projects are booked and 
exported out of the system into SAP, there’s a 
whole host of people who become involved, 
including the accounting team, making for a total 
of about 140 users throughout the company.”

We use WeEstimate approval structures for 
operation reviews on jobs above a certain dollar 
amount to make sure that we’re remaining 
profitable, efficient, and competitive. We’re also 
looking at implementing the WeSuite module 
that will allow us to securely send and legally 
sign digital documents using e-signature; this 
will help us to streamline our sales process 
even more.

Due to the size of our company, one-on-one 
training is difficult to conduct, but we provide a 
host of videos from WeSuite, which created a 
WeSuite Academy—aspects of which we’ve 
imported into our own online learning platform. 
This includes training videos on both 
WeOpportunity and WeEstimate. We also have 
several videos of our own, which train on the 
aspects that are customized and tailor-made for 
Securadyne. We also encourage peer-to-peer 
support.”

“WeOpportunity is quite intuitive, so with the 
videos and handouts that they receive, the 
salespeople can usually hit the ground running. 
WeEstimate is a little more complex. The speed 
that employees become confident using the 
software varies, partly depending on how they 
need to use it. Our goal is that by the end of 
their first month, they feel comfortable 
performing their main actions. I’d say that 
within 30 to 45 days everyone can easily do all 
key actions.”

“We really value having one tool that we
can use everywhere.”

Our salespeople can change 
what’s presented simply by 
checking different boxes. 
That’s incredibly powerful.



An Industry-Specific Solution

“The reason to use WeSuite is that they’re an 
industry-specific solution. They understand our 
business and where we’re going. They take our 
feedback to develop tools that will benefit our 
organization. You could trade this for something 
that’s more universally known, but then you 
would have to fight for the industry-specific 
things that you need. If we’re having struggles 
or issues, we know we can always reach out 
and we will be helped.”

Keeping Current

“For new feature roll-out, we have a sandbox. 
We do rigorous testing there, and we have a 
couple of power users who we often ask to 
jump in and test as well. Typically, once it’s 
passed sandbox testing, it goes to production 
and is pushed live to everybody all at once. With 
the sandbox, we have control of when we want 
to push things out. WeSuite introduced a 
feature—a deployment environment called 
Octopus—that is amazing. It allows us to 
schedule those updates on our own.”

“If the update involves a critically different 
operation from what our users have been doing, 
then we follow the launch with some written 
training as well as a live review. Typically, once 

Quoting Complex Sales

“Enterprise clients want to see how costs 
breakdown across a project. WeEstimate has a 
folder structure, so our users can create folders 
for parts, labor, chargeable items, and RMR into 
those folders. There is a document editor that 
pivots in different ways to show or not show 
information depending on what kind of 
presentation you’re trying to give your customer. 
We have some customers who want to see 
every single thing and we have some who want 
to see just a little. Our salespeople can change 
what’s presented simply by checking different 
boxes. That’s incredibly powerful.”

“As for chargeable items, our customized 
system asks salespeople whether they’ve 
included miscellaneous items like travel, 
permits and subcontractor fees. We’ve also 
worked with our solution architecture team to 
put in some other check boxes so that we can 
keep things even tighter within the system. 
Many salespeople have said that they forgot 
these items until the system reminded them.”

“WeSuite introduces updates and 
enhancements frequently and constantly 
makes adjustments in response to support 
and development needs.”

we do an update, we send out an e-mail that 
highlights key bug fixes or new features based 
upon the release notes provided by WeSuite.”
”We also really like WeSuite’s web interface for 
support. Their ticketing system is easy to work 
with.”

“WeSuite knows the industry well and gets 
enough customer feedback to anticipate 
what we’re going to need. That’s a real 
positive.”
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